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ABSTRACT. In ventilation devices to get rid of harmful substances out of working 
places, we use sucking devices. The local sources of pollution are evacuated by them. A 
basic element when creating the model of sucking device is: the source of harmful sub
stances is discussed as a rising convective flow, which is ejected out of sucking spectrum, 
created by a sucking apparatus. In the present work, the flow is a whole one with vari
able quantity of motion and kinetic energy along it's length. The change in those two 
parameters is caused by and is in dependent function of the inlet spectrum. There has 
been discussed a two-component flow of air and gas in ventilation devices . A two-velocity 
scheme of flow is used to realise the numerical method. An integral method of investigation 
is used, based on the conditions of conservation of mass contents, quantity of motion and 
kinetic energy. It's been accepted that quantity of motion and energy change in function 
of inlet action. A comparison of numerical results and natural experiment are made for 
two conditions : full suck and not full suck . Conclusion is that the present model is precise 
and can be unset for engineering calculations . 

Notation 

Q c - capacity in initial section 
Qi - capacity in inlet 
L - distance between outgoing 

section of jet and inlet 
r 0 - initial radius of jet 
r i - initial radius of inlet 
ug - velocity of air (carrier phase) 
Upa - initial velocity of admixture 
Ugo - initial velocity of air 
Ru - dynamic boundary layer 
Rp - diffusion boundary layer 
Pp - density of admixture 
up - velocity of admixture (smoke) 

Ugn - maximum velocity of air 
Upm - maximum velocity of admixture 
Rep - Reynold's number 
x - concentration of admixture 
Xo - initial concentration of admixture 
Fx - inter-phase forces 
Vtp - turbulent viscosity of admixture 

· Vtg - turbulent viscosity of air 
Set - schmidt's turbulent number 
Sij - complexes of constants 
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Pg - density of air (carrier phase) 
Ppa - initial density of admixture 
Pgo - initial density of air 



G - Specific weight 
I - quantity of motion 
E - flow energy 

1. Introduction 

G1 - initial specific weight 
Ii - initial quantity of motion 
E 1 - initial flow energy 
A i j - values of integrals 

The applications of some methods of calculating such devices are given in 
[1] and others. Some well-known works about this problem [1, 2, 3] etc., when 
d~veloping a numerical model of the fl.ow, discuss it often by method summing 
up the flows (superposition). Allthrough the last given satisfying results, by a 
theoretical point of view it's not very precise. It has been presumed summing 
up a real turbulent jet fl.ow to a potential one, created by an inlet (Sucking) 
Sl?ectrum. in order to avoid this moment, in the present work, the flow is a 
whole one with variable quantity of motion and kinetic energy along its length. 
The change in those two parameters is caused by and is in dependent function of 
the inlet spectrum. This shown in experimental studies [4, 5, 8]. In the present 
model, the unreliable summing up of the flows is avoided and has given a solution 
of complex interaction of jet and inlet spectrum, using the usual methods in the 
dynamics of real fluids . 

2. Basic of the numerical model 

The·i .e has been discussed a t\Yo-component flow of air:..smoke gases. To realise 
the numerical model a two-velocity scheme of the fl.ow is used and it has been 
accepted that velocities of two components do not coincide [6, 7]. 

The system equation of motion for axis-symmetrical two-phase turbulent jets 
can be received by development of t heory of turbulent jet of Abramovich and in 
cartesian-coordinate has a form: 

8u9 1 8(v9 y) 
ax + y ay = o, (2.1) 

aup 1 a(vpy) -- + - = 0, 
ax y By 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 
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where X = Pp, Fx - inter-phase forces [9]: 
Pg 

The coefficient kx is contrary to [10], that's function of Reynold's number, formed 
by experimental formula as follows: 

where B = 0.0170.03; b1 = 0.179; b2 = 0.013; Rep= (ug - up)Dp . 
Vp 

It's necessary to give the boundary conditions (y = O; y =Ru), when solving over 
system of equations. 

In the equations of movement, the double correlation of velocity, concentration 
u~v~, u~v~, v~x', we can define these correlations, using turbulent viscosity and 
the field of mean parameters: 

-- au 
U I V 1 - l/ g • g g - - tg ay , 

-- au u' v' = -v __ P • p p tp ay , 
i&tp ax v'x' = --- . 

P Set ay 

An integral method of investigation is used, based on the condition;:; of conservation 
of mass contents, for total quantity of motion, for kinetic energy of two-phases, 
conditions from higher rank of concentration and additional relations between 
parameters. It has been accepted that quantity of motion and energy change in 
function of inlet action [ 8]. 

The numerical model is developed on the basis of following integral conditions 
[5]: 

(2 .6) 

00 00 

/ Pgu~ydy + / Ppu;ydy = I(x), (2.7) 

0 0 
00 00 00 

:x / Pgu:ydy = -2 / PgVtg ( ~u:) 
2 

ydy - 2 / ugFxydy + E(x), 
o o a· (2.8) 
00 00 00 

:x J PpU~ydy = -2 J PpVtp (~~) 
2 

ydy + 2 J upFxydy + E(x), 
0 0 0 (2.9) 
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(2.10) 

(2.11) 

In our equations above a model of. turbulence analogies to schetz's model is sug
ge:Sted [7] as follow: 

Vtg = kxRuUgm, 

Vtp = kxRuUpm· 

On the right side of equations (2. 7), (2.8) and (2.9) standing the quantity of motion 
and flow energy are variables along the stream. According to experimental studies 
[4], [5], [8]. They can be presented in the following: 

I(x) = 1 1 (1 + k1xn), 

E(x) = E 1 (1 + k2 xn). 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

The equations (2 .12) , (2.13) are numerically investigated when inputting suitable 
for the solution values of k 1 , k2 , n and m for the corresponding regime [4], [5]. 

Using equation (2.11) we get the connection between diffusion boundary layer 
Rp, dynamic boundary layer Ru and Schmidt's turbulent number Set 

S c9 = 0. 75 (in the investigation of Abramovich), fo is an adjusted initial particle 
concentration which is expressed by the following ratio: 

. . 

Xo 
fo = 1 + Xo 

In the system of equation (2.6) --;- (2.10) the marked integrals are done using the 
similarity of cross velocity and concentration distribution of the kind: 

u u 2 
- 9- = _P_ = exp( - Ku77 ), 
Ugm Upm 

_K_ = exp(-Kx11 2
) , 

Xm . 

y 
where 71 = - , Ku = 92 [6], Kx = SctKu . 

. x 
Having done the integrals after some revision and normalization, we obtain 

the following system of algebraical-differential equations: 
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where 

x 
x= -, 

y 
- Upm 
Upm =:,--' 

.. ·· Ugo 

- Ugm 
Ugm = - - , 

Ugo 

R _Ru 
u - ' y 

- Rp 
Rp=-· 

y 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

In which the values of Aij integrals given in Table ' 1. Normalisation is done with 
the initial parameters of the flow. The system of equations (2.14) -;.- (2.18) is solved 
numerically using a suitable algorithm. Th,ejoint solution of (2.14) 7 (2.18) comes 
to an equation regarding u 9 m of the kind: 

S -9 s -8 s -7 s -6 s - 5 s - 4 
38Ugm + 37Ugm + 36Ugm + 35Ugm + , 34.Ugm + 33Ugm 

+ S32u;m + S31u;~ + S3ougrn + S29 = 0, . 

where Sij is complex of constants, which given in .Table -2; -

Table 1 

A11 
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1 

1 

4Ku 

1 

6Ku .· 

1 

(2.19) 



00 

Aa2 2Kx J [~ (u::)] 
2 

rydry Kx 
0 

00 

A aa 2Kx J ( u::) 
2 

rydry 
Kx 

2Ku 
0 

00 

A 41 I (~) ( 1) 2 rydry 
1 

2(Kx + 3Ku) Xm Upm 
0 

00 

A42 2Kx / ( L_) [: ( ~ )rrydry 
4KxK~ 

(Kx + 2Ku) 2 Xm ry Ugm 
. 0 

00 

A4a 2Kx / \u::) 2

rydry 
Kx 

3Ku 
0 

00 

As1 / ( i) 2 
( ~) 77d77 

1 

2(2Kx +Ku) Xm Upm 
0 

00 

As2 2Kx I [ a ( x ) ] 2 d Kx 
Set ary Xm 

77 77 
Set 

0 

81 = fi(l + k 1xn) 

8 
_ S~Au 

3-
G1A22 

85 
= 4A41As1x 

2A41As2 + A42As1 

S 
_ S2A11As1x2 

7-
G1 (2A41As2 + A42Asi) 

G1A22As2 
89=-------

2A11A21As1x4 

. 34 

82 = E1 (1 + k2xm) 

8 
_ A21A11x2 

4-
G1A22 

Table 2 

AuA43A51x2 
Sa= ---------

G1 {2A41As2 + A42Asi) 

S 
_ nfik1xn-3 

a-
2A21 

2A22G1 
810= ----

A11A21X3 



Su = (A33X - A31)x 

S13 = x 2 A31 (SsSg + S10) 

S1s = 3A31S6Sgx 2 +Su+ A 32 S 5 

S11 = x 2(3A31S6S9 + A33) 

S19 = A32S6 

S21 = A32S6 

S23 = 2S3S4S12 + S§S1s 

+S4S14 +Sis 

S25 = S4(S4S15 + S19) 

S29 = - S2S§ 

S31 = s;; sl6 - 2s2S3S4 

3. Results 

S12 = 3A31Ssx2 

S14 = 3A31 S1Sgx2 

Sl6 = - x 2(6A31S6Sg + 2A33) 

Sl8 = A32S1 

S20 = -2A32S6 

S22 = 2Sl S4(l + S4) 

S24 = SJ S12 + 2S3S4S15 + S3S19 

S26 = S;f S20 - S2SJ 

S2s=fi(k1xn) Au 
A22G1 

S30 = SiS11 + S§S13 + S§S12 

S32 = S11S22 + s§ S21 

+3S;f S4S13 + S23 

834 = 6S§SJS11 + 3S§S4S21 

+ 3S3SJS13 + S24 

S36 = 4S3S!S11 + 3S3SJS21 

+srsl3 + S25 

S3s = sts11 + s]S21 

Equation (2.19) is solved by the method of Newton. The determined Uij is 
replaced consecutively in the rest equations and demanded quantities are given. 
With the initial conditions of flow: The initial concentration and velocities com
ponents, specific weight, quantity of motion and flow energy are used as input 
data: 

X = 0, Ug = u 90 , Up= Up 0 , X = Xo , G = G1, 1~11 , E = E1 

X = L, 1=11 (1 + k 1xn), E = E 1 (1 + k 2xm) . 

L 
The distance between outgoing section of jet and inlet is L = = 20 and the 

ro 
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relation of capacities in initial section and in the inlet is: 

- Qc 
QC= Qi 

where 
ro 

Qc = 2n J uprdr, 

0 

r ; 

Qi = 2n J uprdr 

0 

with two cases: A case with full such ( Q c = 3.8) and a case with not full such 
(Qc = 1.6), where /1 , El, k1, n, k2 and mare followed [4], [8]. 

20 
20 

1.6 
3.8 

0.4447 
0.3113 

0.4019 
0.2010 

6-10-9 

9.11·10- 13 

n 

7.3300 
10.7720 

1.09·10-13 

8.275·10- 19 

m 

11.4319 
16.0380 

The following integral parameters of jet are results of solution: the change of 
maximum velocities components (upm' Ugm), concentration (x) and borderlines of 
diffusion RP and dynamic Ru jet boundary layers. Results of calculation about 
two conditions-full suck and not full suck giv:en on Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, where there is 
comparison with experimental data [4]. In the experimental the second component 
as an admixture is a smoke gas. To determine the diffusion border of flow . We 
can make a comparison of numerical results and experimental results Rp· 

I~ 
- 3 +-~~~~+--~~~--1~~~~-+~~~-r--t-~~---,~~ 

I~ ,. ,. * * '* Rp - exp r4] R~/: 
I~ 

··· ·· ··· ··· ····· 
........ .. ······ . ····· ... ... 

* 

*,. 
*" .... .. 

Rp _ ... ·· 
... 

~ .· · .. 
.... 

-- - -;{ ---

0 -1-.-..-.-..-.-"""""T""..-.-+-.-......-.--.--.-.-,.....,.....,f--r-.....,.....,-.-,....,.....,...,-.+...,...........,.....,.. ........... ...,.....,.......-t--.-.-..-.-.......... ,..........rl 
- 10 12 14 16 18 X/y 20 

Fig. 1. A case with full suck 
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_< a aa a ~7-e.xp[4~ 
- --
RLI - ----:;:, 

let' ---3 -+-~-----i~~-+-~~-+-~---,,,i.-=~--t~~-+-~~-+-~--1 
l~ ---""'"-- __ i.-_ 

I~ 

1~2 
x.-

,... 
./ 

~~--.:--

1-- --
--

\_..--------
---

D I c C 
• t CD __ a_-----

a a 
Rp D ---,_ - - --

---
' 

- . .,. .. -- - - - Ug 1 --~~--+-'· ·~· ~~~---~-~-~-.,..__~~-=-=----_-_-_-t--~~-+-~~--t-~~-1 
.... -----... -----U,p"• ... .... ·· ···· ·· ···· '\ ···• ·•········· 

• .. .. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • " •• • • • • • • • • • ~::: : ·:.: ·. : : : ·.: .:. • : :. •• •• •• •• ~ .. : ; ; : 6 • • • •••••••••• • , .............. ..... .. x \ ..... ........ 

0 --.~.,.....,.-..........,...,..,.....r-T"h'1"TT.,...,...,.T°T"t".....-r-o-TTT..,.-,-t"T"TT.,...,..,..,....,..,...M"T°irrrr"T"T"T1-Trrn-T"T"T"1~.,.,.......,...,..,.., 

16.0 16.5 17. 0 17.5 18 .0 18.5 19.0 19 .5 20.0 
Xjy 

Fig. 2. A case with not full suck 

Some conclusions are drawn by checking with the experimental data: 

- the above model is more reliable and can be used for engineering calculations ; 

- the considerable contraction of diffusion boundary layer speaks about a 
great security in realising such devices . Being enveloped by a zone filled with air 
of environment, does no allow any harms to come out into the working places. 
This, of course, is possible when the sucking installation works in a condition of 
full suck or not full suck. 
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MO HINH s6 vA THVC NGHI~M VE sv ANH HUONG QUA L~I 
GIU A DONG PHUN ROI v A MI~NG HUT 

Trong cac thiet bi thong gi6 dg giai ph6ng cac chat d(}c h~i & nai lam vi~c, 
chung ta stl- d\lng cac thiet bi hut. Nguon 0 nhi~m C\J.C be} drrqc 19c qua chung. 
Cac yeu to CCY ban khi t~o mo hlnh thiet bi hut la: Cac chat d(}c h~i drrqc xem 
nhrr la dong doi lU"U hoc len, drrqc phtin ra ngoai ong hut b&i nhfrng thiet bi hut. 
Trong cong vi~c nghien cthi hi~n t~i, dong chay dm:;rc xem xet la mc;>t t5ng th~ 
VcYi S\l' .bien d5i d9ng lrr<!flg Va d9ng nang d9c theo chieu dai CUa no. S\l' bien d5i 

. ' 
cua hai thong so nay drrqc chl ra b&i ham so ph\J. thuc}c cua qua trlnh hut . a 
day drrqc de c~p den nhfrng dong chciy 2 thanh phan: khong khf va gas trong cac 
thiet bi thong gi6. Con SCY do 2 v~n toe cua dong chay dtrqc stl- d\lng dg thvc hi~n 
phtrong phap so. PhU:'ong phap tfch phan dmrc ap d\lng tren CCY sd bao toan khoi 
lU:'<!flg, dqng lrr<!Ilg va dqng nang. N6 drrqc chap nh~n r~ng dqng nang va dqng 
lrr<!Ilg bien d5i theo ham cua qua trlnh hut. Vi~c . doi chung cat ket qua so v&i so 
li~U th1,l'C nghi~m drrqc th1,l'C hi~n trong 2 trtremg h<;YP : S\l' hut day va khong day. 

T6m l~i mo hlnh th1,l'C t~i la dam bao d(> chfnh xac va c6 thg dtrqc rrng d\J.ng 
dg tfnh toan trong ky thu~t. 
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